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TAILGATE ROLL THUMB LATCHES
Thumb pull is spring loaded and removable for installation. Inside roll 
of gate may need cleaned up. Billet aluminum, requires small slot in 
gate and small hole in bed side, hole is hidden in stake pocket.

 Single wall gates.........................................  0261-4252  ..........  $89.95 pr 

CUSTOM TAILGATE SUPPORT HINGES, CHROME OVER BRASS
  Scissor style hinges, install with elbow pointing toward cab. Open  
     length 14".  Single wall gates, install with weld on spacer or bolt kit  ...
     below that includes acorns for outside of gate.
SPECIAL BOLT KIT, acorns outside gate. ......  80266-8  ...............  $9.50 ea 
CUSTOM SUPPORT PAIRCUSTOM SUPPORT PCUSTOM SUPPORT P  .............................  0259    ...............  $109.00 pr 

CUSTOM  TAILGATE INSIDE LATCHESCUSTOM  TAILGA Latch goes around corner. 
Show quality, triple chrome plated over brass casting.

LATCHES ..................................................  0260  .................  $125.00 pr 
LATCH SCREWS, polished stainless .......  80260-16  .............. $8.50 kit 
LATCH BOLTS with acorns outside gate .. 80266-16  ............ $17.95 kit 

LATCH RING PINS .......................................  80263  ...................  $6.50 pr 
Locks both latches on this page, polished stainless pin and ring

MOUNTING PLATES, Also spaces the latch or hook out a little for better 
alignment of gate.  Has inner hole for welding to bedside so weld will not 
show on outer edge, or glue on.  Threaded so latch mounts to this plate 
with no screws going into bed or gate.  Stainless or Polished.

LATCH SIDE MOUNTS, Stainless pair ......, Stainless pair  0260-WL  ............. 0260-WL $18.50 pr
                       Polished Stainless pair ......                       Polished Stainless pair  0260-WLP  ..........  $26.50 pr  

HOOK SIDE MOUNTS,  Stainless pair ......  Stainless pair  0260-WH  ............$18.50 pr
                     Polished Stainless pair ......                     Polished Stainless pair  0260-WHP  ..........  $26.50 pr  
BOLTS, Polished stainless ............................  80260-W  .............  $9.50 set 
SPACER. Not threaded, use when screws hide inside stake pocket. 
  Polished Aluminum pair, fi ts any side .....  0260-SPA  ........... 0260-SPA  $24.50 pr 

TAILGATE INSIDE LATCHES  Non locking, polished stainless.
LATCHES, Pair ..........................................Pair  0265-PS  .............  $39.95 pr 
LATCH SCREWS, polished stainless .......  80260-8  ................ $4.25 kit 

LATCH SPACERS, No threads, Aluminum  0265-SPA  ........... 0265-SPA $25.00 pr
LATCH MOUNTS, Polished stainless .......  0265-WPS  ..........  $39.95 pr 

 LATCH MOUNTS, Plain stainless .............  0265-WS  ............  $27.50 pr 
  BOLT KIT, bolts .....................................  80265-W  ............... $4.75 kit 

SEE WEBSITE FOR COMPLETE LATCH KITS.

INSIDE LATCH & SUPPORT STRAPS 
Can be installed after paint! Small polished stainless steel brackets 
attach to inside of tailgate. Spring loaded catches trimmed in 
stainless. Install in stake pocket. Nylon woven support straps with 
stainless buckles hold gate without damaging paint.
POLISHED STAINLESS KIT ....................  0266  ................. $192.50 kit  

STRAPS ONLY, 18” ...................................  0266-STP  ..........  $58.50 ea 

INSIDE LATCHING KIT, Single handed opening and closing
No cutting, bolt on, hardware included, trim plate for gate.
 Complete kit, zinc components...................  0264-A  ............ 0264-A  $179.95 set  
Kit with Polished stainless hardware ..............  0264-APS  .......  $209.00 set 
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